VAIN
A token made to make the world a better and greener place.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Vain whitepaper! The purpose of this whitepaper is to give you a detailed
explanation of Vain Token to ensure transparency.

OUR MISSION
Vain is a token made to make planet earth a better and greener place.
Global climate change has already had observable effects on the environment.
Plant and animal ranges have shifted and trees are flowering sooner.
Now, you're probably wondering how a token can make the world a greener place. One simple
answer; by planting trees.
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ABOUT THE CHARITIES
With Vain being a cryptocurrency, we'll be looking to donate towards non-profit organizations
with a focus on global reforestation, which also accept cryptocurrency donations. Your
investment in Vain Token can help create a healthier climate! Every time we hit a goal, we will
donate towards a tree planting organization.
There's plenty of environmental charities that are dedicated to making it easier for individuals
and businesses to give back to the environment, create a healthier climate, protect biodiversity
and help reforestation efforts around the world. All by planting trees all over the world!
Together as one, the community will decide where the donations go towards. With Vain, we
can make a next level change!
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TOKENOMICS
•

65% LIQUIDITY

•

30% BURNED

•

5% TEAM
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TRANSACTION FEE 10%
•

5% Holders ( 4% redistribution, 1% flexible wallet )

•

5% Liquidity

When someone makes a transaction on Vain, 4% of the transaction will get distributed to ALL
Vain Holders proportional to the tokens that they hold. Vain will automatically get added to
your wallet. The other 1% goes towards a wallet that is flexible, this can be used for giveaways,
directing tax towards a burn wallet thus reducing the circulating supply and much more. Any
change will be made with the community.
The other 5% will go to the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool (LP). On a weekly basis, 60% of the
newly accumulated LP tokens will be removed from the Liquidity pool and a majority of this will
be appropriated as proceeds to our chosen charities.
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TOKEN EXTRACTION
Of the newly accumulated LP Tokens (the 5% fee) over a one-week cycle, 60% will be removed
from the PancakeSwap Liquidity Pool: half are BNB, half are Vain. These tokens will then be
appropriated to our overarching initiatives in public and transparent wallets, which will be
vetted by the community as we go further.
Of the extracted BNB:
50% - Charity ( donating to tree planting organizations is our main focus, other types of
charities are also welcome, 12% of this is reserved for long-term special donations)
15% - Stability Reserve
20% - Marketing
15% - Business Development

Of the extracted Vain:
30% - Burn
40% - Stability Reserve
30% - Giveaways
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OUR TEAM
Vain is made by a strong and passionate team who strives to make planet earth a better and
greener place.

We have designers, web developers, coders, writers and marketeers while we're just getting
started! Vain is a movement and we will keep moving till the end! Vain moderators will be
active on Telegram to clear out fuds, answer questions and voice calls. Our team will listen to
you and see how we could do better from your perspective.

Our next project is a NFT marketplace where we will be selling trees as a NFT. In the meantime
we'll be organizing twitch livestream’s, Q&A's, giveaways and so much more!

Liquidity will be partially unlocked, to ensure funds for our goals.

We've made sure that a whitepaper, roadmap, website, social media and a dev dox are made
before launching.

We can't wait to welcome you in our community and we hope to see you here in the future.
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MESSAGE FROM THE TEAM
We can’t promise we'll save the world. But we will do our best to plant as many trees as we
can, together, with your help.

We'll be donating to charities involved with climate change and set up a NFT marketplace
where we will be selling trees we've planted.

75% of the profits from the NFT marketplace will go towards charity. By doing this we hope to
make planet earth a greener and better place.
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DISCLAIMERS
INFORMATION PUBLISHED IN THE WHITEPAPER
The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not authorized
and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, or advice of any
kind. You act at your own risk in reliance on the contents of the whitepaper. Should you decide
to act or not act you should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant jurisdiction in which you
want or need help. In no way are the contributors to the whitepaper responsible for the
actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance upon the whitepaper.
You are not authorized and nor must not should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice,
business advice, or advice of any kind.

INVOLVEMENT RISKS
The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any financial
decisions. By purchasing Vain, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment
and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur.
You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any
support or services. You agree that by purchasing or exchanging Vain tokens you may not claim
any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or activity from Vain, nor any of the Vain team
members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality of the Vain application, the Vain Token as
well as the Vain Project mentioned within the present whitepaper is of purely technical nature
and not related to any legal claim of an Vain token holder.
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COMPLIANCE WITH TAX OBLIGATIONS
The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always make sure
that you comply with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.

NO WARRANTIES
The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding the
whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided on the whitepaper.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the contributors to the whitepaper be liable
for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of
data arising out of or in any way connected with the use of the whitepaper.

FUTURE STATEMENTS
There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such statements
are subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements. The actual results or events that transpires afterwards may
be different from what is implied here. The team shall not guarantee the accuracy of the
forward-looking statements outlined in this whitepaper.
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SOCIALS
We’re active on the following social media:
•

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Vaintoken

•

Telegram: https://t.me/vaintoken

•

Discord: https://discord.gg/55pHcjEU6X

•

Website: https://www.vaintoken.com/
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